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C.  Sr. Peters,. in your testimory before t),E,  Warren Commissioner   ypu 

characterized the head wound as beine in the right occipi
tal—parietal 

Po area.  

A.  That's correct. 

C. (Peacis) “There was a larpe defect, there appeared to be bone loss and 

train loss in that area.'" And you still stand by that? 

P. That's correct. 

..g C. C1. We have brought along a model of a human skull
 and we would ask • 

you to draw on that exactly where you saw the wound. 

O 	A. It's in that? Or. Sure. 

44 
C. We have a magic pencil here. If you would USP, mind

 using this one, 

010 it'll. We can then, since we -only have one of our
 friends here, it's a 

little fine point but if you can draw it would be helpful
. 

0, A. Yeah.  I mean that's just about the way I remember it.
  

0. I see.  That sm211? That's Interesting 

10  

N  



A.'::ell„ that's about 7 cms, 
I suspect, let's see. 

C. Well some people, some of 
the drawings of it that we've

 seen somewhat 

larger. 

A.  Ch„ I know that it's_ higger _thar 0.at now, hecaue I've seen th
e x—rays 

bu/ that's the way I remembe
r it see.  

0. That's considerably furthe
r in the parietal than the occ

ipital, then. 

A. This is the occipital area
 right here, see. 	It's we

ll down in.__T_ 

think occipital—parietal dfcr
ibes it pretty well. 

C. :et's have that flat drawing 
there. The large one? 

A. I think you might be right
, maybe I could come down her

e a little. 

C. Could you just duplicate i
t in terms of this flat drawi

ng on the. 

A. Yeah. 

C. Maybe we'd better. 

A. I'm drawing it just the wa
y I remember it, looking at i

t that day. 

0. OK. I'll put your name on
 this. Cr. Peters, so we'll 

know this was 

your. Does this conform to th
e, does the skull drawing con

form to the 

(roRF) 
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IM paper drawing in your mind or should the skull (drawing) b
e lower. 

A.  Well2  2erha2s  the skull drawing should be lust r.
erba2s a centimeter or. 

r:c, that's  just about right, I'd say, that's lust about 
right. It might 

be a little bit lower, I'm not sure that skull occinital 
b2ne noes up  

Iwo 
auite 2ronortionately„ in the skull that you have, but th

at's lust about 

(wl the way that j  remember it. 	I'll stick with th
at. 

G. We don't need to and don't want to rehash everything t
hat went on in 

og that trauma room that day because obviously you've put
 yourself on record 

several times oficially. Could you just though just outli
ne for us what 

fp 
your sort of vantage point, your angles of view were, in 

looking at this 

ef would? 

A.  Weill  the President was lying in 'he sunine slight 
Trendelenburg  

Eosition„  and I was standing most 2f the time on the right
 side  2f_h12_ 

body. Just about the level of his abdomen, and Dr. Baxter
 was lust  

superior to me on the left side, on  the_atient's right l
ide„ that is, 

C. Vind if I shut the door? 

1/4!" A. No,that's fine. And Cr. Perry was across cnnosite the president's 

chest on the left side where he was massaging the heart a
nd directing the 

a 
efforts. 

C. So Dr. Baxter was on your left? 

4* 

4  A. That's correct. Then when tr.  Jenkirs  commented tha
t we'd better tate 



_ . 
a lock at the brain before deciding  whet'-er to open the rhest and to  

massage the heart with cur hands, we stepped np_and lookgd inside thg_ 

skull and that's how I made note in my own mind cf where the wsippd_w
is_111_ 

thg skull.  

,tias that wound then, T would gather,  readily visible, even wi/houl  

moving the ?resident's head., as he lay on the back of the head.
  

A._Ct,_yes„ that's right, th2t's right. That's whyj think that th
is 

isn't too far off right here. 

C. tid someone at some point pick up the head in some fashion, to t
ry to 

get a closer look at it, to see. 

A. Well, I think we  ingpected 1/ carefully but I tign't think Anyone  

actually lust, after we started the resuscitative effarts,_Llched_
it_n_ 

and moved it around much, at all. I conldn't sav„ though. There 
were  

several people in the room, and we were raying attertion to what we wgre 

doing. I didn't notice anyone move the head.  

C.  'Fut you would say_you had a good opportunity to examine the head wound? 

A._Ygs, 

C. You may have seen this photograph, or tracinp of a photograph, to be 

more precise, published in one of the appendices of the Eouse Commi
ttee 

t- 	 (PORF) 
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re report on page 1254 there. It purports to be a rear view of the 

president's head, a tracing of a photograph taken at the autopsy. 

In light of what you've lust drawn for us, does that tracing of A 

16. Ihotoeraph_lIda_Dgx1,_which again_purports to be accurate  to the hair, 

conform to what you saw of the President's head. 

Pe• 

PP A.  Well, it dgesn't 1QQk guite lite what j had in my mind's eyg, _  but it 

does show one thing,  I think, that's imoortart. It shows what may bg  A 

wound of entry in the occipital area.  

t! 

0.  You're referring to the cowlick area? 

$.0  A. That's right.  And at the time that President KeLneU  was treated At  

Parkland Rosnital, we did not know that the wound of ertry was there, Wt 

e.0 
saw durint the few brief moments we attemnted to resuscitate him, the  

wound gf exit, I must presume,  because it was  the large wound, about 7 

crrs. In diameter. 	I estimated it at the time. 

Q.  You're referring tg qe gaping wound, that  yQu'vg_lust  drAwn? 

A.  That's correct, in the occipital—varietal  area.  

And later, when the autopsy was done in ',;ashington, we were told, and 

it has been documented by others, that there was a smaller wound in the 

skull which we had not seer at the time we attempted to resuscitate 

President Fennedy. Presumably that was a wound, a tangential wound of 

entry, and the large wound that we saw was the wound of exit. 

O.  Was that picture consistent with whet  you saw at the time, do vou find  



any inconsistency? 

 

A.  Well, this is an artist's drawirp„ rnd  1  don't think that it 

consistent with what I saw. 

 

 

 

C. Would you characterize what you've drawn here In layman's terms, we've 

used the phrase occipital—parietal. iardly laymen's terms, actually. 	I 

know, it's medical terms.  In laymen's terms, would you characterize who./ 

you drew as being in the riPht rear of the head?  

A. No, it's mare than just in the rear.  It's to in the rear and to the  

side, that's the parietal area. Sg it's in the hact_and_the_side_e_thg_ 

head, I would say,  in laymen's terms.  

O. CK, so if that picture is accurate, say. assume it's an accurate 

rendition of a photograph, that drawing there on pare 104 of the House 

Committee, appendix 7.  There does appear, though, to be some 

inconsistency with what you recall of  the way  The head looked.  

A.  Yes, however, I do note that it this drawing the President's head 12oks 

like  it's been lifted up and twisted slightly, so that may give a  

different perspective than when he was lying. straigh/ and vertical  

poSiticn, straight In the  supire rosition„_I should say„.and so, looking  

at the drawing here., oge doesn't see that he  cnuld logk  directly_in and 

see the brain, which we could do at the time of the irlury. 	It may be 

that the artist depicted it that way for a certain reason, which is known 

(MV7) 
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oly only to him. 

0. Put if that, let's assume just fnr the purpcses of argument, assume 

that were a photgrap?, rather than a drawing. 

A+ 
A. But it isn't a photograph. 

C. CK. But it's purported to be a tracing made from a photograph. And
 

A+ 
people who have seen it say that it's accurate to the hair, people who 

A+ have seen the actual autopsy photographs. say that there is no question 

about the accuracy of that tracing. 

emo A.  Wells  i know that that day when I lonkel in 
the T'rPSident'S heed, I  

could see the brains  and I can't see it looking at the bark
 of this 	J 

picture. Now it may be that it's turned away  from me. 

C. Would that be? 
iso 

.4+ A.  Because they're attemtting to denict that by  this flap of bo
ng lying 

here at the side in the drawing. 

Q.  Some 2f the dgctors have said the president's bead wal_lifte un
 and  

that a light was shined in the rear of the f.ead  to examine the woun
d more 

40 

closely. to you recall anything  like that?  

A.  I don't recall that. But someone might have dve that  before  

arrives. 



r • 

r• 

C. If I can just go bacv. 'en. 	cin^e we can't :rove tr,  ary of our 

satisfaction at this moment that that drawing is in fact rccurate and 

completely represents a photograph or which it was based, if we assumed i
t 

were, if it turned out that it were. and if we assumed it were, would you
, 

are you saying you still could believe that that photograph shows the hea
d 

as you saw it? Based on the way it might have been turned or whatever, or 

not? 

A.  Well, this drawing does not renresent what I carrV it my mind's eye as
 

being the nature of the wound. Fowever, the head is in a different  

position in this dr2wing and the wound of„  the presumed wound of entry we
 

did not see. And that is obviously one of the major purposes of this/41
 

drawing, to illustrate the wound of entry. 

0. Or. 

A.  And so the head is in a different nosition here than it was when 

President Kennedy_was lying in thc  sunine Trendelenhurg position when we 

attempted to resuscitate  him. 

C. Oft.  And given that., are you saying in fact ttat,_are_youArArg_
yo_ 

not saying that could not be the Presdent's head as you sew it? 

A.  Well, I don't think I could sax that, I think one of things the autho
r 

was trying to depict is probably pretty accurately depicted here, the 

wound of entry.  The wound of exit, If I may call it  that, is not as 
I  

r 
	 ("OPE) 

4a Du 
itey 	W 
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• remember it. 

Q. All right, fine. Could I ask you this? You were on record before the 

1%arreo Commission as calling it occipital—parietal. 

A. Could I say one other thing too? This Met be due lust to the quality 

%a of reproduction, too. Zor example, 1.r this were brain here, and it`d igs/ 

blacked out for purposes of making it less undesirable to look at it  

would be close to being accurate. If that it  meant to be hair then  

would say  that that is ngt accurate.  

0.  You're referring to what now? 

A.  This black area beneath the thumb of the hand shown elevating the scalp 

there. This area right in here. 	T 4: V-at were depicted as brain tissue, 

then it would be clgse to being very accurate I would say, 

Q. Bo you recall being interviewed about two or three years after the 

assassination by David Tifton? 

• 
A. I don't recall that specifically, but almost every month someone comes 

by to talk to us, you know. 

C. Are you familiar with the name? Re's written his new book called 

id "Best Evidence." 

A. I'm not familiar with the book. 

a 



C. It s this new book. 

A. Put I do recall that name, but. 

C.  'e iLifton/ guotes you at some length. I'd like tn  l
ust read you the  

gugte., if you could tell me if it's  accurate. The first quote, he s
ays he 

had a telephone conversation with you. 

A. That's all I do remember is. I think he was in Florida or something. 

Fe called me from long distance. 

Q.  You raids  ireads1 
'' 

 could see the 'lac',  of his hedd suite well. The  

whgle occipital area was blown out." 

A.  well., that isn't accurate at all.  The wound was an occipital—parie
tal 

wound. 

O. Ok. "And the skin was showing.'' 

A. I'm sure that I must have said that before "r. Lifton interviewed me. 

C.  He (Liftonl goes on to ouote you this 	ireadal "sTrying_tg_ 

impress upon me the location of the wnund  he saw. TL. Peters 
said.,  I'd be  

willing to swear that the  wound was in  the ncolout, zgu  kngw. I could set  

the occipital lobes clearly. and  so _I  know it  was that far back on /he  

skull. 	I could look inside-the skull a,(1 I thought it looked like t
he  

(N'OPV 
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cerebellum was injured or missing hecause the  la,7ci.nital_1obe seemed  to_ 

rest almost on the foramen magnum. Now I didn't put my hand inside  hls_ 
II 

head and lift up the occipital lobes,  because I wasn't about to do that  

• unger thg circgmltances. 'nut it looked like the gccipital lobes were_ 

resting on the foramen magnum. 	It was as if comethi'ne underneath them 

that actually kept them up from that a little  ways, namely the cerebellum 

• ana brain sterns  might have been injured or missina." 

A.  Well, I would sax that's pretty accurate about what I thought at she 

▪ time. 'But Dr. La/timer from New Tgrk who was rrivileged to view the  

autopsy  findings told me that  the cerebellum did aotear to be_Intict,_ S2,_ 

if I sax,  what I  have reasoned since  then Is that probably  what  had  

happened was that part of the  cerebral henishere hae been shot away,  which 

caused the occipital lobe, you Seel  to fall down. So rather than  the  

Ergps underneath it being destroyeda_part of it was actually destroyed. 

Is that clear? If I can draw that for you. 

Q. Sure. 

A. See, if we look at the back of the brain, I'm afraid I'm not much of an 
Id 

artist, but this is a rear view. And I thought that perhaps some gf this_  

part of the brain was missing,  sees  and had caused this paa  to fall down.  

Is that clear?  Mit instead,  I think what had hannened is,  that part of  

this part had been blown out from the inside and actually caused it to  

appear  skrunken because some brain tissue  was  actually missing from this  

side. Ann' that this cerebellums  which I  thought was one was actually  

intact. Do you see? 

ri 



C. I see what you re saying•. 

  
 

A. Some of the loss of this stuff in here caused the brain to fall down. 

and having seen some pictures of the Zapruder film since. You have to 

remember, I've beer, an American all this time too. And so I'm subject to 

c 	what I've learned from reading and looking since. So I think in these 
	a 

examples you've read to me, one is just en almost exact quote of what I 

thought, if you had interviewed me five minutes afterwards. The other is 

tempered a little bit by what I too have learned, you know, in the. 

O.  Could you have seen the foramen maenum, though? 

A.  Not  no. And I didn't say that I saw it.  T  said it a2neared to be 

resting on that area since I  know that, 
	Let me open that up and I'll 

show you. 

O. Unfortunately it's glued shut. 

A. Okay well, you ran probably see it. here it is right here. And so I 

thought, see, that this, I could see this was resting down here so I 

thought the cerebellum might be gone. t!ut.instead, it was probably the 

brain that had come down some from, part of it that had been destroyed 

from the effect of the high velocity missile wound. 

C.  Did you see any cerebellar tissue ,At all?  ?

lIC  

4 	 (MORE) 

4 
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A.  Not  no. 	I lust thourht it was missing but it was  plobably  be
cause the  

tentorium over it was irtact1   you see. And  it was occipital Ane pang/a
1_  

cortgx of the brain that was missing. 	
✓ 

C. Cr..  Let me ask you there's another section  here, he Itlft
onl qu2tes. 

First of all he auotes  a  brief dialoge between  y
ou  and A len Specter, the 

• 

A . Lerson who interviewed you, where you did refer to it  a
s helcg_ln_tte_  

occiput, You said, auoting vgu now frga0s1,_"I  noticed therg 
was a lgrEe 

defect In the occiput."  

A. Yeah. 

1, 0._Irgaj.sl_''Sgectgrl_Nbgt  did you notice in the occi
put?' Peters. 'It  

seemed to me that the  right occipital:parietal area,  that 
there was a  

large defect. That there appeared to be bgne  loss and brain 
loss in the  

A00 area." 

A. Yeah. 

C. (reads) "'Did you notice any boles below the occiput? Say. in 
the area 

below here?' 	'No I did not.' 

A 

A. to see why' he asked me that question? 

C). Yeah. The entry wound. 4--  

A. He knew something at that time that I didn't krow. Yeah. 



7irst  (in :oarren cornission testimoryi -;:ru_saz_occinut2_ftnl_tt2L_you_e:o_ 

to occipital—parietal.  

A.  Yes, well, I think I was luct tryirg_to he more accurate. Occipital—

parietal is what I would say.  

0. All right. Can I read you this other passage. Let me just step in for 

a Second. 	I have darkened the line you drew there, Dr. Peters. Is that 

still accurate? Is that still the same line you drew,/ 

A. Yeah. And you could argue with me that maybe I should have it a little 

bit lower, but that's pretty much it. 	If you'd like for me to make it one 

centimeter lower. 

O. Make it the way you feel it ought to be. If you think it's lower, make 

it lower. 

4, 	A. Well, it wouldn't be much different, but I'll make it there. I 

wouldn't change it.  That's the we I remember it at the time and that's  

what I want to put. Whether that proves to he accurate by the T—rzys or 

not j could care less,. 

C.  Let me lust read you this one firal section (of Tifton) continuinz on  

4 	from that. (reads) ''I asked Peters what he thought Specter meant by that 

question, 'by a hole below the occirut.' 	'It was my impression,' Peters 

told me, that be was referring to the wound at the back of the neck, and 

(h1OPF) 
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I didn't see any wound back there.' I asked. 'In other words, the wound 

you saw in the occiput was low enough that if Scecter went any lower, he'd 
.1,  a 

already be d6wn in the neck.' 'Yea'', that's right,' replied Peters. I 

• should have known this from studying grant's Atlas of Anatomy etc., but I 

understood completely during my call to Peters. To eliminate any  

misunderstanding,  I rephrased my question.  T-Acture a wound located 21/2  

centimeters to the right of  the external occipital protrubeLarcei'' which  

as you know is where they said the entry wound was in the autopuL__ 

Sreadsl ''This was Humes' location for the entrance wound, 2.5 centimeters 

to the right and then slightly _ above. 	'Where would that  he in relation 

where you six Kennedy's wound?' 'That welOd be  about the center of it 

maybe,' said ?eters."'  

A. Yeah. 	I can draw where I think that would be. 
• 

• C. Well now, when you say that, are you referring to the gaping wound or 

to the entrance wound? 

• A. Here's what I would say. See, I don't krow where that hole (entry) 

was. 

• C. You never saw it. 

An, 

A. No, we didn't turn the President over. So, but I suppose it must have 

▪ bone in with the head down there like that. You know, that's just a 

Guess, but I would say. 

.,, C. But I think that.  When you sav,  wean you STV,  (reads) *"/"at would be 

1r • 



the _ certer _ of _ it,_maybe,'' you're referrik- to ti e wotIrd that nu _ did _ sgt„_ 

not the entrarce hole, aren't you?  Aren't you rPferrinp to the  gaping 

wound there? 

A. 'hell,. that's the  only wound that T saw that I could comment on. 

C.  Well, then this is net 2.5 centimeters  to the riEht of the occipiial 

protruberance, the wound that you've drawni_is it? mhe large wound. 

A.  Ohl  yeahl  I think so. Well, maybe  not 7.5, but pretty close. This is 

the external occipital protruberance right here. 

C. Is that it or is that lower point? 

A. Right here. Right here. 

C. Right. Well, your wound. That's the bullet hole. 

A. That's the wound of entry. 

C. That's not the wound you're referring to here? 

A. The wound in the neck is down here. We didn't see that either see. We 

t; didn't know about this wound or this wound at the time. 

C. Maybe I'm not making myself clear.  'o'hen you're talkirg about te head 

t; 
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r: wound you're referring to this  (large exit }  wounda  right? This is the 

only wound you that saw. 

A.  That's the only wound that i sewa _yeaha  If you want to read that to me 

main, I can tell you. 

C. (reads) 	''To eliminate any misunderstanding, I rephrased my question. 

A. Let me interupt you a second. Let's po back above that just a minute. 

Go up there where it says Specter asked me about. 

• 0. (reads) ''I asked, "In others words, the wound you saw in the occiput 

was low enough, that if Specter went any lower, he'd already be down in 

the neck.' 	'Yeah, that's right,' *Pplied Peters. 	I should have known 

this from studying Grant's Atlas of Anatomy." 

A. Alright, now. 	Just a second. See, part of that is what Mr. Litton or 

whatever his name is, is seying, but what I thought that he was referring 

to was the neck wound at that tire. You see, we diri find out almost 

immediately after President ?er.nedy was taken to 7ethesda that there was a 

hole in the neck that we had not seen at the time.':ow Dr. Jenkins, I 

believe, has said later that he did see it. But I did not know that It 

was there at the time that we resuscitated President Kennedy.  There is  

therefore, there are twc wounds that we didn't know about at the time.  

The one in the neck  posteriorly and then w'at was subsequently found  

unlerneath the hair, the wound 2f entry in the occipital area on the right_ 



0. The way I read this (tifton), maybe you should Just read it
, rather 

ge. 

than me reading it to you.  The way T read it (Tifton), you're
 saying thlt  

qv the center of the gaping wound that  you did see was 1.5 cen
timeters  to thg_ 

right of the occipital protruherance. 

so A.  'sell, I wouldn't say that was the certer cf it. T wou
ld sa that was 

1st 
abut where it began. Yeah. 

▪ This bottom passage. 

A. Yeah. Well, now, leek at Specter's nuestior. (reads) 
	''Did you notice 

• any holes below the occiput, say in this area below here.'' Well, what he 

was he pointing to? 
AO 

iv 0. Yeah, it's leading question. 

A. Was he pointing to, If he was pointinp to the neck, 
which is what I 

.111, think at the time, Mr. Specter, see, wanted to know if I had s
een the 

wound in the neck, which was the first wound of entry. Po you
 understand 

what I'm saying?  See  the bullet went in here iback  of si!oulderl and came 

out here (throatl. 	That was the first  wound of entry. 	
And he wanted to 

know if I tad seen that and we had not because we hadn't tur
red him  

over. I had not seen it, at least. Whether Dr. Jenkins saw i
t or not, 

40 don't know. But it's my impression at the time that none o
f us knew that 

it was there. 	Now Dr. Perry might be able to respond to that 
better, 

gir 

because he had been there a few minutes, and so had Dr. Jim Ca
rrico, 

(mORY) 
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; before I arrived. 

C. AS to the bottom half of that picture? 

A.  What I actually thought, attndine ''reside
nt renredy at the time was,. 

thit he had had a bullet wound that came in  
his neck and had hit the 

vertebral column and had then deflected nut t
he  back of his heed. 

C. Came in the neck from behind? 

A.  Yeaha  see because that was  a reasonable.  

C. You said that defied imagination. 

A. That was a wound of entry and a wound o
f eTit, though, see? And I've 

learned, of course, since then, you know, aft
er all I didn't know how many 

shots had been fired or anything. 

C. But I think you said at the time, you ware
 hypothesizing that to the 

Warren Commission, you said that that would 
be difficult. That would tax 

the imagination. 

A. Yeah, but with the high velocity of the mi
ssile striking, you'd think 

it would just go right on through. Tut bullo
ts, when they're coming in at 

high velocities get deflected in strange way
s, sometime. I've seen them 

deflected internally into blood vessels in t
he body. And zip right down 

the blood vessel once the pathway was starte
d. put that's what we thought 

at the time, see? Plunk, plunk. But it was o
nly a few ho'irs later when 



we began tc Let calls hack from Pethesda. that MP 1.art.ed that there was a 

wound in the back of the neck that had rope through. see? And that he had 

v been hit twice, and of course the Zapruder film subsequently showed th
at. 	' 

0. Could you examine the last half of that (Lifton passage) though, that 

page,,and tell me if that's squares with what you told. him? 

A.  Well it says,  Ireadsi ''and T didn't see any_wound back there.'" Tha
t 

v was true. 	I hadn't seen it. r.ecause T hadn't lookPd. FP doesn't go
 

ahead and add that. 	That would have sure clarified it if he had said, ''
I 

didn't see any wound back there because we did not examine the back of th
e 

• President's neck at that time."' 1eads) 	''In others words,
 the wound  

you saw in the occiput was low enough that he'd already he down in the  

neck.'" That's correct. In other words, a wound of entry much below  

• here,  would have been almost down the  neck. `!cu know,  if you ha
d a person_ 

here with muscles coming un to the hAck of his head and everything,  if he
  

were shot right about there that would be the neck. As you look at 

• somebody from behind, see. Fut what I think is, based on what we've 

learned, this is the wound of entry and that was the wound of exit and 

fty 
there was a second wound about here that went out through the trachea in 

front. 

C. When you were hypothesizing that possibly a bullet might have hit the 

v. spine and deflected up. Were you thinking of a wound coming from beh
ind 

or from the front? 

no 	 (MORF) 

60 
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A. From behind. 

C. Fecause at that point you hadn't seen the wound in the beck, even that 

one? 

A. Well, I'd seen this wound here. 

C. So you were just thinking that somewhere there had to be another wound 

in order to commit this? 

A. Well, sure. 	That was a wound of exit. Where was the wound of entry.? 

C. It couldn't bare been ttrough the throat and then up? 

A. Yes. Uh, huh. It could have beer, see? At the time we thought that, 

yes. See, we thought, remember, it had come in and bit the vertebral 

Spine and been deflected out throu6.1. the back of the head. Ilut it's not 

too likely. 

C. Is that what you meant by caxine the imaination. 

A. Yeah. 

C. Father than coming in from the back and up? 

A. Well. 

Q. You suggested that too, didn't you? 
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A. What I thought at the time was, as I told you. ttat
 he bad been shot in 

w the neck. 	See. it was only, It was going to be a few hour
s before I would 

knol. that the bullets were fired from behind. I thoug
ht, seeinv the 

patient, if I had just walked in now and saw a patient
 like that who had a 

small hole in his neck and a large wound in the hack o
f his head, I would 

have thou !:t the bullet had entered here and exited th
rough the back of 

his head. That's what t thought at the time. Rut the
n when we began to 

get more information, that there was a wound in the bark of t
he neck, and 

also a second hole was found in the skull, and I learn
ed the a  resident had 

been shot twice. Why, there were other explanations t
hat appeared rare 

ow, rational. 

C. C?. Let me show you another drawing now, based on
. 

44. 

A. Is this yours? Yes, just put it back there. 	I'll take that book
, if 

you want. You might want to read that book, you're in
 It ouite a bit.__ 

• Can I ask you to look at thisl  Dr. Peters? This is
 a drawing done  

an artist for a book based on the description  of the h
ead  wound given:  

Dr. McIelland to the Warren Commission. He didn't pr
epare it. But 

41. someone using his words drew this, and this is tha
t interpretation. 

You've probably seen that. The rear head wound.  Fow 
does that souarg 

with your recollection?  

A. Well.  It's nct  too far off.  it's  a little bit arwn in  
the occi2Ital_ 

area, is what I would say. 	It might by lust a litt
le bit low. Rut it's  

(MOR7) 

Y 
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not too bad, it's a laree wound, and that's  what we saw at the tire. 

.Q. You've put. How about the size of the wound? Is that roughly 

accurate? 

A.  I would say that it perhaps is a little  more near the midline in this 

drawing than I remember it. But It's net  tD) fa,  off. 

C. You remember it being further to the right. is what you're saying? 

A. Well, let me put it this way. 	7t wasn't auite as open to the left, eni 

it was a little bit more un on the occipital—parietal area, than this  

drawing.  

C. Do you find?  Those,  (his skull drawing vs. moLelland) to_my_eyei_loak_ 

suite different. Are they not so to yours?  

A.  Well, I would Sax that it's a little bit lower it this dLawing than 

wculd have drawn it here. 

C.  How much lower?  

A.  Oh, two or three centimeters. -A  

C.  S2 you recall it, is it fair to ssv that you recall rouzblv the same_ 

size and sha'e of this wounds  only you have Placed it. 

A.  Further forward. 



Q.  Two or three centimeters higher cr the rple? 

A.  Uhl  huh._lagrees.L.  

RP 

or  C.  And further to the side,  cr lust simnly h
iEber? 

A.  ro.4  I'd say it's a little further to this r
ight s e. Let me put it 

this way.  It doesn't go guite so far to the lift. Th
is part of it, I 

would say, is about 

R. 

pr. C. Less of a square, more of a. 

AO 

A. Yeah, it's trapezoid, trapezoidal. 

to 

C. So two or three centimeters. 

ft. Q. Just to repeat, you just said, and not so much to t
he left, Dr. Peters? 

A. That's right. 

C.  Somebody.„  A researcher., you've probably talked to a  lot zf th
ese  nuola_ 

over the years., sent you., svnebody named uarr
ison Livingstone  sent you  

this sdme drawing and you aoparectiv sent hiT this rep
ly,  marking that T  

as the location? Is that familiar to you? 
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i 	A. Yes. 

r: 
Q.  And do you stand  by  that as the location o

f the wound. rouchly?  

r 

A. That's correct. 

r 	C. Were you intending to indicate. 

.A.  In other words, the T to me indicates About where
 the wound was rather 

r than it comiEg  down quite co far. 

C. Well that X, again I guess he just asked the same o
uestion, I'm still a 

little bit confused, doesn't that Y. represent a lower
 wound than you've 

drawn on this skull? 

A. No, I think the I is about where the wound was inst
ead of being down so 

far. 

Owlk 

. I  understand,  but doesn't that r there that...you've drawn, represent a  

osier wound than this itaps the sk1111 that you've dr
awn. In other words. 

A.  This is a lower wound than I have drawn for you today,  that's correct.  

C. That's correct, but I'm saying. 

A.  'Put the X is about where the WOUri VAS 	"'he T 2zes  n
ot imply thal ttat_ 

hound is exactly correct. 	applies about where I thought the wound  

of_exit_wasz 



:. Have you got anything else. Vell, I guess, just whether you might be 

accurate. 

cnnse are [he x—rays of Presilert 'rerce,ty's skull , I presume that they're \ 

any help to us. I can turn the tape off. This will conclude the 

interview. 

ngiii-FegiiiielleFO?riq"FeCOF6",igjiYiNONfi;VMYFgleYen"" 

4. 

• 
A. Due to a loss of brain substance from the occipital and parietal area 

• rather than an injury to the cerebellum. Otherwise I think my 

otservations have been pretty much accurate. 

• 

• C. Could you, is there anything you can sugpest. We would at least l
ike to 

be able to speak in a very brief fashion with for instance, Dr. Baxter, 

• 
Jenkins, Dr. Clark. 

AV 

A. You'll just have to ask them personally. 
41,  

• Q. We haven't had any luck in even getting them to take our calls. yell, 

who called you back lndicatioL that. 

(END) 

• 

• 

• 

le) 

• 

AP 

41, 
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Q. Where is he going to be? • 
. - 

. 	.  
..4-, 	MR. HAWKS: That is what I am trying to find out.

-.. 	
. 

get 	
. • 	 ,,. 

Mac is with him, trying to et the details, and he will ' . , ,... 
call me or-Come In here. We will try to find out; 

• •••• . 	 • 	. 
- • 

DR. PERRY: Can vie go now? 
-., 	• 

'THE PRESS: Thank you, Doctors. 

MR. HAWKS:  Your plans, what do you want to do? 
. — 

Q. First, is there anything more about Mrs. Kennedy?.  

MR. HAWKS: Let's do some "supposing" because we 

need some planuthg for your press plane: 

Q. How about Er_rs. Kennedy? Has she gone back to 

Washington, or is she going? 

MR. HAWKS: That is what Mac is trying to find out 

now. This takes a lot of doing. 

Q. Can we stay here with the'new President?' 

. MR. HAWKS: If you want to stay herewith the new 
President, if he stays here. I don't know that be is going 

to stay here. That is why I want `to "suppose" here for a 	- 

minute. 

Q. Let's put it on the basis of what the- new 

President does. If he stays, we stay; and if he goes, we go. 

MR. BAWNS: Suppose the body goes back and the new 

President stays? Do some of you want to stay, or go? 
. .% 

Q.. Stay with the new President. 
• 

MR. HAWKS: All right, that is what I wanted to 

find out. You know, there are buses and planes and things 

like that. 	- 

Q. I know I won't be going back in any case.. 

Can I get my luggage back here? Row do ve . got luggage on 
the'press plane off of there? 

MR. HAWKS: If we decide to spend the night here, 

vie will get the luggage here. Don't worry about it. 

• 

.16 


